
FIXXUS VALUE 

Option
Shutdown 

required?

Effect on 

corrosion?
Warranty 

on finish?

Chemical

Resistant

Requires 

caulking

Improves 

Sanitation
Cost / SF

Paint For paint to 

cure
None

None. Fades,

cracks, peels
Minimal Yes No

$2-10, varies

widely

New Painted 

Panels

Yes, for demo 

and install

Covers up, 

creates vapor 

space

None Varies Yes No

$14-20, plus 

curb work and 

indirect

New Stainless 

Steel Panels

Yes, for demo 

and install

Covers up, 

creates vapor 

space

None

Except

Chlorine, 

Bromine, 

Flourine, 

Iodine, and 

Asatine

Yes No

$20-30, plus 

curb work and 

indirect

Fiberglass Yes, for install

Covers up, 

creates vapor 

space

Paint
Yes, except at 

breaks
Yes No

$2-4 plus 

installation and 

indirect

FIXXUS 

Systems
No

Stops 

corrosion

3 year 

standard

Highly

chemical 

resistant

No,

seamless
Yes

Pays for 

itself



FIXXUS FINISH

 High gloss finish drastically improves lighting in the work 

area

 High chemical resistance translates to zero staining

 Low fluid friction surface, sanitation water sheds ultra quick

 Insects, rodents, and bacteria have no place to hide

When a sanitation worker sees a clean, unstained, glossy white surface with no gaps or ledges, 

disinfecting and rinsing become very quick and easy.  

Clients report that sanitation efforts (water, chemicals, labor) are reduced by around 50%.  Sanitation crews love it.

Most important of all, FIXXUS finishes are engineered for quick installation. Shutdowns are not required for most 

projects, SAVING thousands ($$) in lost production that are the hallmark of many rehab projects.

FIXXUS is the most cost-efficient alternative when all direct and 

indirect costs are taken into account.



FIXXUS RESULTS

Elimination of product contamination liability with the FIXXUS process.

No more plastic, caulking, or USDA threats of stopping production.

Reduced sanitation efforts. Reduced labor $$, water usage $$, chemical 
usage $$, and water heating / disposal $$.

Improved aesthetics; a plant that customers, employees, and vendors hold 
up as best-in-class.

Increased longevity for facilities. Stopping water and air infiltration does 
more to prevent deterioration than any other maintenance activity.

Payback with our repair method. The longer it lasts, the more money is 
saved through the increased efficiencies.



THE FIXXUS PROMISE

Professional – We have more experience at this than anyone in the world.

We have a undeniable reputation of being safe, trustworthy and 

finishing on time.

Performance – The methods work. There is an undeniable 10 year case 

history. The method is guaranteed and backed by a single source 

vendor, ensuring production is uninterrupted and capital monies are 

not wasted.

Benefits – The methods do save tremendous sums of money when 

compared to other options. Along with eliminating indirect costs (lost 

production and ancillary work), the methods create new efficiencies that 

save labor, chemicals, water and energy.


